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MESSAGE FROM THE RABBI

N

Our Story Continues On.....

obel prize winning author
Elie Wiesel writes: “God
created human beings
because God loves stories.” If
there’s one thing our people enjoy,
it's a good story. Our faith starts
with, “In the beginning, God
created heaven and earth.” Our
celebrations and commemorations are replete with
stories of great significance.

It is purposeful that Passover begins and ends with
a story. On our seder night, we tell the story of the
Exodus. But we live our lives and invariably create
new stories. Who doesn’t have a favorite Passover
story of their own? Who was there that time when you
opened the door for Elijah? Do you recall the time no
one could find the Afikomen? Or maybe you think of a
beloved parent or grandparent who made a Passover
night so special. These personal stories are as much a
part of this holiday as the Exodus and give added
meaning to our own Jewish lives.

Last month, we concluded Passover with Yizkor.
We retell many rich stories–stories of those who are
dear to us, those who wrote the narrative of our lives,
and those who are responsible in many ways for who
we are and what we have become.

Stories are more than entertainment. They are the
language with which we can come to understand our
place in the history of our world. Rabbi Jonathan
Sacks, former Chief Rabbi of Britain, writes: “As we
sit around the Seder table on Pesah, retelling the
journey from the bread of affliction to the wine of
freedom, we commit ourselves to a momentous
proposition: that our history has meaning.” We must
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remind ourselves to feel the awesome inspiration and
weight of what our families, friends and community
might inherit from our legacy.

Stories help us to figure out who we are and what
we should be. Stories can reassure us–that life does
not end necessarily at the grave, and that a part of us
can live on in the remembrances and stories others tell
about us. The author, Isaac Bashevis Singer put it this
way: “When a day passes, it is no longer there. What
remains of it? Nothing more than a story. If stories
weren’t told and books weren’t written, human beings
would live like beasts, only for a day. The whole
world, all human life, is one long story.”
Rabbi Sacks wrote, “History is his story. Memory
is my story! Each person is obligated to see
themselves as if he/she personally left Egypt.” We’re
not supposed to just tell the story but to experience it
and identify with it personally so that it becomes part
of how we live. Each of us can live lives worthy
of exemplification.

It’s no accident that the Torah repeats (double
Chai) 36 times that we must be kind to the stranger in
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TEMPLE BETH DAVID CALENDAR 2019

May, 2019
Wed, 5/1 6:30 pm TOV CHAI
Youth Group Meeting
Fri, 5/3 7:30 pm Shabbat Services:
Bat Mitzvah of Zia Saylor
Sat, 5/4 6:00 pm TOV CHAI
Youth Group Chocolate Seder
Sun, 5/5 9:15 am Religious School &
Toddler Gan Class
9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
9:30 am Free Adult Hebrew I Class
10:30 am Free Adult Hebrew II Class
11:30 am Free Adult Hebrew III Class
12:35 pm Shir Joy Youth Choir
1:10 pm Hebrew School
Mon, 5/6 7:30 pm Sisterhood Meeting
Fri, 5/10 7:30 pm Shabbat Service: Kumtzitz
Sun, 5/12 *No Religious School or Toddler Gan Class,
Adult Free Hebrew, Shir Joy or Hebrew School*
9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
Thur, 5/16 3:30 pm TBD Book Club
at Member’s House
Fri, 5/17 7:30 pm Shabbat Services:
Musical with Kol Haemek
Sun, 5/19 7:00 am TBD Breakfast Volunteering at
Union Station Homeless Services
9:15 am Last Day Religious School
& Toddler Gan Class
9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
9:30 am Free Adult Hebrew I Class
10:30 am Free Adult Hebrew II Class
11:30 am Free Adult Hebrew III Class
12:35 pmShir Joy Youth Choir
1:10 pm Hebrew School
Fri, 5/24 7:30 pm Shabbat Services: Torah
Sun, 5/26 9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
Fri, 5/31 7:30 pm Shabbat Services:
Jasper Thomson Helps Lead
Services in honor of his
Bar Mitzvah
9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
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June, 2019
Sat, 6/1 10:00 am Bar Mitzvah of Jasper Thomson
Sun, 6/2 9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
Mon, 6/3 7:30 pm Sisterhood Meeting
Wed, 6/5 6:30 pm TOV CHAI Meeting
Fri, 6/7 6:30pm Community Dinner in Honor of
Cantor Lilah
7:30 pm Shabbat Services:
Shavuot and Cantor Lilah’s
Farewell Service
Sun, 6/9 9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
Fri, 6/14 7:30 pm Shabbat Services:
Kumtzitz or Meditative
Sun, 6/16 7:00 am TBD Breakfast Volunteering
at Union Station
9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
Fri, 6/21 7:30 pm Shabbat Services: Lay-led
Sun, 6/23 9:00 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld
Homeless Services
Fri, 6/28 7:30 pm Shabbat Services: Ragil
Sun, 6/30 9:30 am Mindfulness Meditation
with Victor Herzfeld

"The Temple Beth David Annual
Meeting will be held on Sunday,
June 2, at 10 am. The entire
TBD community is invited to
attend. We will hear reports
from the President and the clergy
and staff, vote on the slate of
nominees for the next Board
term, and talk about our plans to
keep TBD thriving. Please join
us to make your voice heard!"
Thanks- Mickey

MESSAGE FROM THE CANTOR
Cantor Lilah Sugarman
Todah Rabbah, thank you, for the
opportunity to serve as your
Cantor of Temple Beth David.
very much value the
relationships we have created
and the meaningful
experiences that I have been a part
of over the time I have been here.
As cantor of Temple Beth David, I
have been privileged to help create moments of
blessing for our congregation. I vividly remember the
service following the tragic shooting in Pittsburgh, as
well as dancing together at the 70’s celebration,
singing together in services, and singing and being
silly together at our Purim shpiel and celebration. We
have come together for so many memorable and
powerful moments as a connected community.

I

It is with mixed emotions that I let you know that
my term here will end on June 7, 2019 and I will leave
the community. At this point in my journey, it is time
for me to pursue other opportunities with a full-time
position.

A very meaningful part of my experience serving as
cantor of the community was being involved in or
attending different community events, concerts, and
services that were sponsored by the Greater San
Gabriel Valley Jewish Federation, and particularly the
events sponsored by federation. Thank you to Jason
for your inspiring leadership, support, and
commitment to bring together Jews in the San Gabriel
Valley. Thank you to Cantor Judy Sofer for the work
you do as the Jewish Federation’s Cultural Arts
Coordinator and the programs you have invited me to
join. Another very meaningful aspect of my work has
been my involvement in the Arcadia Interfaith
coalition. I am grateful to the leaders in this group, and
for the opportunity to participate in their efforts to
build and strengthen the community.
Please, join Rabbi Lachtman, members of our
community and I for a Shavuot and Farewell service
Friday, June 7th. I look forward to having more
meaningful experiences together throughout the
remainder of my time here and hope to stay in touch
with all of you.

I want to do all I can so that this is as smooth a
process as possible. I have served the community with
my whole heart, and I want to reassure all of you that I
will continue to do so throughout my time remaining
here. with the community.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank the
congregation of TBD and the people I have worked
with. Thank you to Rabbi for always sharing your
great sense of humor and your years of experience.
Thank you to Mickey Adelman for your leadership
and your dedication to TBD. Thank you Gal for
always sharing your excitement about growing the
community and creating engaging programs. Thank
you to Rena for your support and help with all the
behind-the-scenes work at TBD. Thank you to my
colleagues in the area who have been so welcoming
and supportive. I have so enjoyed working together.
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UPDATES FROM OUR RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

E

Gal Kessler Rohs, Education Director

Shalom dear Temple Beth David
Families,

arlier on in March, with the
generosity
of Terri and Jerry
Kohl, and Dr. Mindel Spiegel,
TBD 9-12 graders set flight towards
Washington D.C. together
with Rabbi Lachtman and me, on
a social action program called L’Taken. The program is
sponsored by the Religious Action Center (RAC) of the
Union for Reform Judaism. L’Taken’s mission is to
promote advocacy for social causes that are often
overlooked- women’s reproductive rights, the IsraelPalestinian dilemma, and climate change, to name a few.

After an extensive student outreach within TBD, a
total of six students enrolled, with the motivation to
fix the system that is at times unresponsive to the
needs of our nation. Talia Sarraf, Olivia Sandford,
Neomi Goodman, Henry Dorosin and Hadassah
Sommer were committed to the program, with an
intention to lobby Senators Dianne Feinstein, and
Kamala Harris and Representatives Judy
Chu and Adam Schiff.

Talia and Olivia paired together to speak on behalf
of Roe V. Wade, and against the Helms & Hyde
amendment which has lessened the strength of the
former by taking away funding for women’s
reproductive rights for low income families. Both Talia
and Olivia agree that women who need birth control, or
abortion services, should not be denied. All women
should have the inalienable right to control the destiny
of their own bodies. As Judaism also supports, it is the
mother’s health that takes precedence over her fetus.

Neomi delved into the topic of the proposed two
State solution of Israel and the Palestinians. As a
naturalized Israeli ambassador, Neomi is torn between
the opposing sides, but is firmly in search of a resolution
to the decades old conflict. L’Taken helped Neomi open
up a dialogue for the mutual benefit of all parties, to
strengthen the relationship between the conflicted
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parties. Changing the dialogue from adversaries to
joined partners in the peace process can make the
difference, and hope for a paved path to peace.

Henry learned from the sessions focusing on
climate control and change. He is critically aware that
unless we stabilize our climate, all could be lost in the
coming decades. L’Taken made him realize that the
resolution of climate change rests with each and every
one of us.
This was Hadassah’s second year attending
L’Taken. She felt her first visit gave her tools to better
understand the government system, and better lobby
for her opinions. She remains in touch with friends
from her first visit and sees her relationships
expanding with after the second session.

The three short days of intense learning, friendship
building and exploration were just the groundwork for
our students. By no means will the learning stay in
Washington DC. Rather these days were a mere
catalyst for further involvement in the causes that
inevitably will present themselves in days and decades
ahead. As we strive for a better world, our young TBD
students will be carrying the banner of change into
what they determine to be the future meaning of
being Jewishly Warm and Relevant.
Gal Kessler Rohs, Education Director,
writing on behalf of our religious school team.

Rabbi’s message, from page 1

our midst, because “you were strangers in the land of
Egypt.” Our story should affect how we see ourselves
and therefore, the way we treat others. Over the years
our children will tell stories of how they brought not
just a Haggadah but they remembered those who lack
food by bringing food items to our food bank.

Literally, there are hundreds of details in the lives
of our loved ones. Some are more complimentary
than others. We decide which ones will affect us and
shape our character. We will decide which stories will
be handed down L'dor v'dor to the next generation.
We should frame our narrative in such a way that it
will create a roadmap that is life-affirming.
Our story doesn’t have to be a pretty one. We each
compose our own story daily and individually. We all
have stories to tell but who will you remember? How
will those stories influence and be carried on to our
children?

Do our children and grandchildren know who they
are named after, and why their names were chosen for
them?

The Koran refers to the Jewish people as “People
of the Book.” Maybe it would be better to refer to us
as “People of the Story!” We are part of a great legacy
that began with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and
continues in our own day. We are witnesses of the
greatest chapter of all–the creation of a Jewish
homeland and a nation reborn. It is a complicated and
evolving story and we cannot yet know how it will
turn out–but it is up to us to be part of the emerging
narrative that shapes the story. We shall not forget that
at this very moment we are also writing our own
personal narrative. What will our children say about
us? Will our stories be worthy of repetition to future
generations? How will others remember us: with
laughter, with pride, with love?
May all of our lives be worthy to be retold with
affection, warmth and a profound sense of humanity.

Ellen, Micah and Shane join me in wishing you a
restful and meaningful summer!
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GREETINGS FROM SISTERHOOD

hank You to everyone who participated in baking Hamentaschen.

From Robin Evans for her authentic fillings (that
are always delicious) to Rita Losette, Laurie Averitt
and Tina Snedaker, for baking/making extra hamentaschen dough for us, It was a big success and everyone was happy!

The Jewish Food Festival on April 7 was amazing.
We bought 65 pounds of brisket and had no idea if that
was too much. Big surprise! We ran out of buns to
serve the with our brisket! Our own behind-the-scenes
helper, Jim Evans was able to go and buy more buns
and then we completely sold out! No wonder, Robin
made a huge batch of coleslaw to serve with the BBQ
brisket. Delish!

Big thanks also to Rita Losette, Arlene Bailey,
Susan Ivory and Shari Herzfeld who came and

Carol Ozer
Sisterhood President

helped us out at the festival.

A generous thank you to Jerry and Terri Kohl for
their donation of Brighton items, that we sell in the
gift shop. Pick up a special gift for Mothers’ Day,
graduations or even for yourself!

Save the date: Sunday, June 2, Sisterhood will be
hosting an afternoon discussion sponsored by the WRJ
(women of reform judaism) with Israeli Rabbi Ayala
Samuels. Her work as a reform rabbi in Israel will be
the topic. Watch for more info to come!
Monday, June 3 is sisterhood’s last board meeting
of the year. I will be hosting a dinner at 7pm prior to
the 7:30 meeting. If you were thinking of checking us
out, come join us we would love to have you!
Wishing everyone a Happy Memorial day and
Mothers/Fathers day celebrations, Carol

STARS OF DAVID

Oneg Sponsor
Dulce Dubin: in honor of Rachel Dubin's
Bnai Mitzvah

General Fund Donations
Sharlene & Marshall Behrman
Crystal Drysdale
Joan E Owen
Jim Parker & Susan Kahn Parker
Doris Robin
John Swanson

Food Bank Donations
Gary Ackerman

Library Fund Donation
Wynne Langer in Honor of Iris Malakoff's Birthday
Educator’s Fund
Irving & Norma Aptaker in Memory of Isadore
Aptaker
Rabbi's Discretionary Fund
John & Leslie Golper

Would you like to receive a weekly
update on news of the Jewish World?
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You can receive a free subscription to
The Weekly Briefing,
an e-mail newsletter about the Union for Reform Judaism
and news of the greater Jewish world.
Produced in cooperation with JTA: The Global News
Service of the Jewish People, the Weekly Briefing
is delivered to your inbox every Friday.
To subscribe, go to www.urj/org/subscribe.

BUILDING A KEHILLAH (COMMUNITY)
THROUGH VOLUNTEERING

Laurie Averitt

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s
the only thing that ever does.” -- Margaret Mead

I

community. Volunteering means working with others
to make a meaningful contribution to a better
community.

When I joined TBD about 16 years ago, I didn’t
really do much. I knew I wanted to get involved with
the Temple so I started small. I volunteered to be room
parent for my son’s religious school class and helped
with the snacks on Sundays. I didn’t drop off my kids
and leave while they were in Religious School. I found
ways to help in the kitchen and with classes and met
some great friends while doing so. I also became a
Shabbaton counselor after I heard about it (and still
am–15 Shabbatons later). Later, I joined the Education
Committee, and then, the Ritual Committee. I now
have been on the Temple Board for the past ten years.
I consider TBD to be a home away from home. I
understand that we are all busy with our families, our
jobs, and our time is limited and precious, but we do
need to nourish our souls as well. Volunteering to help
with events and activities at TBD can help you with
that. Ponder this: Jewish tradition teaches us that
humanity must play an active role in the world. The
concept of Tikkun Olam–repair the world–expresses
the value of volunteering in Judaism. The world may
be imperfect, but we have not only the opportunity,
but really the obligation to help make it better, more
whole. In fact, the world really depends on people
being active not only in their own lives, but in their
community’s destiny, too.

Rabbi Shimon the Righteous talks about the three
“pillars” that the world rests upon:
Torah, Avodah (“service,” worship) and Gemilut
Chasadim (acts of loving kindness). Pirkei Avot 1:2

want to thank TBD Sisterhood for their nomination
of me as a “Woman Who Makes A Difference” at
the recent Jewish Federation’s Annual Women’s
Forum. It is an honor and I was certainly surprised and
overjoyed at this recognition. I am proud to be part of
a dynamic and impressive group of women (who ALL
make a difference) and am always amazed at how
much they accomplish and contribute towards our
community.

What is a volunteer? What is the value of
volunteering? Volunteering is about giving,
contributing and helping other individuals and the

I ask that you all help to contribute to our
community, to our Kehillah. With the collective effort
of all TBD members, we make our temple a Kehillah,
a community. As Chief Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks
wrote, “The beauty of a Kehillah, however, is that
when it is driven by constructive purpose, it gathers
together the distinct and separate contributions of
many individuals, so that each can say, “I helped to
make this.”

Without your Avodah and Gemilut Chasadim, we
cannot thrive as a Kehillah. We need to gather together
to make TBD a stronger and better place. Giving back
is paramount to finding meaning in our lives. Why?
Because the secret to living is giving. No matter how
busy or cash-strapped you might be, you have
something unique to offer others. Many people miss
out on the opportunity to find meaning in their lives,
but you don’t have to. You can find a way to express
your most authentic self while making a difference in
the lives of other people by giving back. Please take
the time to volunteer an hour or two when the need
arises. With your help, you, too, can say “I helped to
make this.” YOU can make a difference!
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NEWS FROM THE MEN’S CLUB

The Temple Beth David’s
Men’s Club enjoyed a family
outing this past Saturday,
March 23rd, at the Planes of
Fame Aviation Museum at
the Chino Airport. Temple
members saw a variety of
historical aircraft, many still
operational, on a 2 ½ hour
docent-led tour. Exhibits
spanned over a hundred years
of modern aviation and
included many iconic
military aircraft that were
still fully operational or in
the process of being restored
to operational condition.
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Temple Beth David

Friday Night Services – May and June 2019

May 3

|

Shabbat Services Zia’s Bat Mitzvah

May 10

|

Shabbat Services Kumtzitz

May 17

|

Shabbat Services Musical with Kol Haemek

May 24

|

Shabbat Services Torah

May 31

|

Shabbat Services Friday before Jasper's Bar Mitzvah helps with services

June 7

|

Shabbat Services Shavuot and Cantor Lilah’s Farewell Service

June 14

|

Shabbat Service Kumtzitz or Meditative TBA

June 21

|

Shabbat Service Lay-led

June 28

|

Shabbat Service Ragil

Schedule Subject to change. Please stay updated on the website or via e-mail or phone.
Services start at 7:30 PM. OUTSIDE services weather permitting July & August.
If you’d like to be a part of services, please contact Joey Angel-Field at joeyangelfield@gmail.com
* Please contact the Temple Office for service information.
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Jasper Thomson Bar Mitzvah Announcement
where his favorite classes are
art, math, and English.
Jasper was born in
Pittsburgh, PA and has lived in
Pittsburgh, Carlsbad, CA, San
Diego, CA, Copenhagen,
Denmark, and now Arcadia.
He misses Copenhagen where
he could walk wherever he
wanted, and meet with friends
from all over the world, but
likes being able to go long
distances in California with a
car and make new friends.

Center, sorting food and doing
other jobs so low income and
homeless people can get food
if they don't have enough. He
became interested in this
project because he didn't want
fellow humans to suffer,
especially with something as
basic as food and water.

Jasper would like to say
thanks to his family for their
support, and for Joey and
Cantor Lilah for teaching
him Hebrew and how to
Jasper likes to tell jokes, try become a bar mitzvah.
new foods, draw doodles, eat
Jasper and his family invite
grape lollipops, read, drink
asper Felix Levi
everyone to join them as he
boba tea, and chill at cafes.
Thompson will be 13
becomes a bar mitzvah on
years old in May. He is a
May 31 and June 1 at Temple
His mitzvah project is
seventh grader at Dana
volunteering at Foothill Unity Beth David.
Middle School in Arcadia,

J

Congratulations to cantor

Mimi Haselkorn for being honored for her
10 years of service at Temple Aliyah.
photography

626.827.0742
LAURENHENSONPHOTO.COM
INFO@LAURENHENSONPHOTO.COM
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YAHRZEITS

May 3
William Rubenstein
Eva Widawski

Myron Schwartz
Donald Chauss
Ron Emerling
Fern Heeger
Norman Rubenstein
Herbert Stevens

May 10
Harriet Ozer
Norman Tarnove
Joe Kahn
Fannie Lebowitz
Helen Morrison
Edith Rubino

May 24
Michael Caplan
Mildred Moss

May
1 Alexander Annala
1 Vincent Johnson
2 Gina Frierman-Hunt
8 Gabi Sacks
10 Steve Bermann
10 Marlena Pfeiffer
11 James Evans
14 Michael Chong
15 Gloria Klaparda

May
13
16
21
25
25
30
June
1
3
5

June 21
David Bernstein
Leon Shapiro
Edna Brandzel
Margery Gardner
Harry Toomajanian

May 31
Toni Frazin
Hannah Solomon
Rabbi Joseph Spector
Esther Grosser
Sylvan Frazin
Isadore Weinerman
Louis Robin

May 17
Lorraine Bernstein
Charles Alpert
Michael Alhadeff
Raquel Ferguson
Rudolph Arndt
Luba Berman
Esther Leizerowitz
Alex K. Billens, D.D.S.
Harold Chandler
Harold Morrison

Melvyn Lasko
Jack Grosbard
June 14
Lee Brodsky
Leon Dorosin
Ralph Weisner
Linda Rubenstein

June 28
Abaham Alkana
Aaron David Kay
George Moss
Kinuye Inouye
Bernard Murray Wax
Lillian Schaub Thompson

June 7
Adele Holzman Schepps
Sandra Mittelman Austin

BIRTHDAYS

17 Remo Rohs
27 Joel Shapiro
18 Victor Davila
28 Linda Lavin
19 Michael Gillmore
28 David Tuch
19 Shane Lachtman
31 Jeffry Schrier
19 Mathew Randolph
21 Stuart Blatt
June
21 Tina Quick-Snedaker
2 Linda Elyad
22 Deborah Jones
2 P. Ainsley Kerr
22 Cathy Morrison
3 Jason Moss
27 Wynne Langer
3 Rachel Moss

6 Perli Adef
6 Kenneth Gross
12 Lawrence Schall
18 Betty Sandford
19 Lisa Reckon
20 Susan Ivory
21 Michael Grosbard
22 Shari Herzfeld
24 Terri Kohl

ANNIVERSARIES

Hector & Abigail Cabrera
Jason & Stacey Young
Jason & Rachel Moss
Bruce & Martha Karsh
Richard & Cathy Weise
Craig & C.c. De Graff

Michael & Susan Grosbard
Rabbi Keara and Jason Stein
Todd & Kelly Katzberg

19
19
22
22
25
25
25
26
27
27
29

David Berger & Ming Zhu
Robert Weissman & Dorine Davis
Irving & Norma Aptaker
John & Roberta Preskill
Sharlene & Marshall Behrman
Joel Shapiro & Ms. Enid Joffe
Richard Snedaker & Tina Quick-Snedaker
Brad & Julie Miller
Jeffery & Judy Alkana
Darren & Laurie Averitt
Clint & Merrily Basham
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